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Abstract
The performance of a modern chip depends heavily on the quality of the EDA tools used in the
design flow. With the evolution of nanotechnologies, improved EDA tools and algorithms are
needed to cope with new fabrication physical requirements, performance constraints, or simply
the gigantic number of elements involved. In this tutorial, we will start by giving an overview of
the importance of automation in the design process, and then some trends on EDA that are
needed to deal with the evolution of manufacturing processes will be presented. Basic and
advanced optimization algorithms will be presented for selected problems. An important aspect
of the design it to reduce power consumption at all levels of abstraction. Power optimization is
fundamental in nanoCMOS and in the IoT world. At logic and physical levels, one approach that
can be used to optimize the circuit specially reducing static leakage power is the automation of
the cell layout. With on-the-fly cell generation, the same function can be implemented with a
reduced number of transistors, requiring less area, and significantly optimizing power and
performance. A set of tools and algorithms for cell generation will be briefly discussed. Finally, the
use of estimation and visualization tools is equally important, and they can be applied on the
design flow or just in the tool's development and research environment as a way to observe and
understand the behavior and interactions of algorithms on real designs or benchmarks.
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